Welcome to Week 10, Term 3!

Welcome to the last week of Term 3. We have been working hard this week writing our fairy-tale for our Grade 1 buddy.

Here is Rory designing his front cover for his fairy tale Rory the Twelve!

Lucy's story is titled 'Snow Beauty and the Magnificent Palace'

Patrick editing his fairy tale for his buddy
7 HABITS AT HOME

The Parktome Community has learnt a lot about the 7 Habits and we are learning how to apply these habits at school and in our daily lives. The ideas included here are to help your family use these habits at home.

Carry out role-plays showing different ways of handling situations that may occur at home or at school for example if your child has had no one to play with in the playground then act out what they can do to be proactive and deal with that issue. Through this families can be proactive and can learn to choose a positive way to deal with any issue.

This week in Grade 4:

**Literacy:** This week students will be presenting their homework projects on their favourite author.

**Writing:** This week students will publish their fairy tales they have written for their buddies.

**Mathematics:** This week will Grade 4 will be revising this term concepts along with working on problem solving.

Other information:

**Winter Weather**

Please ensure your child has warm and waterproof clothing to wear outdoors during the winter months, particularly on Mondays when children will be outdoors for assembly.

**Science Fact from Ms Ziogos**

Did you know that about 80% of the Earth’s animals are insects!

And the earliest fossil cockroach is about 280 million years old – 80 million years older than the first dinosaurs!

Congratulations to our Stars of the Week!

4A—Dimitrije Ankic

For showing a great attitude all week and being proactive by removing himself from distractions in order to produce his best work. What a super star!

4M—Thomas B

For trying his absolute best with Algebra and for helping people at the friendship bench. Well done!

4G—Tobi H

For working so hard on his fairy tale for his buddy. Well done on your creativity, imaginative ideas, and ability to write in the traditional style Tobi! Your buddy is sure to love your story :)

Hoping you have an enjoyable week ahead.

Jo Moriani 4M, Arran Armitage 4A,